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Abstract. – Cell-surface receptors are the 
inviters of many potent pathogens that can ad-
just to any kind of circumstance for their exis-
tence. Many of these organisms are highly resis-
tant to the currently existing drugs and mutate 
to new strains with high levels of pathogene-
sis, posing life-threatening consequences. Ow-
ing to such concerns, antiviral strategies are be-
ing assessed based on host cell receptor target-
ing. Many natural compounds with a tendency 
to strip off the cell surface receptors are under 
evaluation. Compounds that are non-toxic, pa-
tient friendly, and yield a quick output are essen-
tial for the current scenario. Drugs targeting the 
cell surface receptors should, therefore, be de-
veloped and standardized for the effective man-
agement of SARS-CoV-2 viral infection.
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Introduction

Cells of the respiratory tract are lined with sev-
eral glycan-containing conjugates, many of which 
characterized with the sialic acid receptors that 
are expressed by the upper respiratory tract cells1. 
Viruses should penetrate the host cells to multi-
ply and cause a disease. Most of the enveloped 
viruses, including the coronavirus, adopt receptor 
binding and fusion as the principal mode of entry. 
Coronavirus infections in humans involve the 
binding of the viral spike protein (S) to the respi-

ratory tract receptors. SARS CoV-2 binds to the 
target cells through angiotensin converting en-
zyme 2 (ACE2), which is expressed by the epithe-
lial cells of the lung, intestine, kidney, and blood 
vessels2. Consequently, the increased expression 
of ACE2 would facilitate SARS CoV-2 infection3. 
Herein, we speculate a compound which inhibits 
the host cell surface receptor and avoids direct 
fusion with the cell to prevent host-viral interac-
tions4. The current hypothesis provides a strong 
basis for new strategies or therapeutic principles 
for effective antivirals. Compounds such as sodi-
um metaperiodate could eliminate ACE2 overex-
pression without significant harmful effects and 
efficiently inhibit the viral binding to the host 
cell5. As prevention is better than cure, avoidance 
of entry is an attractive anti-viral approach. It can 
minimize the chances of viral evolution and the 
subsequent development of drug resistant strains 
causing SARS-CoV-2.

The current emergence of Coronavirus 
(2019-nCoV) has led to a global emergency alert. 
2019-CoV is evocative of the previous SARS-
CoV-2 outbreak in 2000. Host receptor recog-
nition by the virus mainly involves interactions 
between SARS-CoV-2 zinc-dependent carboxy-
peptidase ACE2 and the cell surface moieties reg-
ulating both cross-species and human-to-human 
transmissions of the virus. Cellular immigration 
of the enveloped viruses is also frequently depen-
dent on the attachment proteins expressed on the 
host cell surface. Only a small fraction of viral 
receptors has been identified so far as potential 
antiviral targets. Studies have established that 
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ACE2 is the functionally active receptor for viral 
infection. Identification of ACE2 as a receptor 
for SARS-CoV-2 has possibly contributed to the 
development of new antiviral drugs and vaccines 
for the treatment of SARS-CoV-26. The objective 
of the current communication is to initiate an 
effective framework of virus-host receptor in-
teractions to inhibit the COVID viral entry and 
further pathogenesis. Figure 1 provides useful 
methodologies for the framework by focusing on 
the basic, translational and public health research 
communities with new predictive insights that 
may help in tackling the current corona viral in-
fection scenario.

In the recent years, numerous life-threaten-
ing viral strains have emerged because of cli-
mate change and lifestyle. Among them, the 
SARS-CoV-2 has proven to be especially chal-
lenging around the world. Coronaviridae include 
coronaviruses (CoV), the large family of vi-
ruses that are zoonotic, i.e., transmitted from 
animals to humans and cause serious diseases 
such as the Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome 
(SARS-CoV) and Middle East Respiratory Syn-
drome (MERS-CoV). The MERS-Coronavirus 
was transmitted from camels to humans and the 
SARS-Coronavirus from civet cats to humans7.  
The most recently witnessed coronavirus disease 
of 2019 (COVID-19) has not been previously 
identified in humans. The illness has originated 

from the Wuhan City of China on December 28, 
2019. As of 27 March 2020, according to WHO, 
totally 556,134 people have been infected and 
among them, 19,786 have died worldwide. Ini-
tially, SARS-CoV-2 was viewed as an epidemic 
in China. However, in the middle of January 
2020, the World Health Organization (WHO) de-
clared “Public Health Emergency of International 
Concern (PHEIC)” because of the possibility of 
the infection becoming pandemic, which means 
prevalent over a whole country or the world. The 
common symptoms of SARS-CoV-2 are fever, 
dry cough, dyspnea, pneumonia in lungs, diffi-
cult to breathing, hypertension, alveolar damage, 
diarrhea, aches, pains, runny nose, nasal conges-
tion, and sore throat. In severe cases, the con-
dition could even result in death. Bats, camels, 
and chimpanzees are the major animals that are 
responsible for the transmission of SARS-CoV-2, 
and it could also be transmitted directly from 
humans to humans through close contact with 
infected patients. The illness results in an accel-
erated rate of morbidity and mortality, thereby 
raising public health concerns worldwide. Until 
now, no specific treatment or antiviral vaccine 
has been identified. 

Corona viral spike protein (S) contains an 
N-terminal receptor-binding (S1) and a C-termi-
nal membrane fusion (S2) domain. The amphipa-
thic heptad repeats, which have been predicted to 

Figure 1. Schematic representation of COVID-19 viral binding with its host cell receptor. After modulation with NalO4, the 
receptor becomes incompatible for viral binding.
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engage in coiled-coil formation during cell-virus 
fusion8. The coronavirus consists of structural, 
non-structural and accessory proteins. Among 
them, the structural proteins compose the virion, 
including the Spike (S) glycoprotein, Envelope 
(E) protein, Membrane (M) protein, and the Nu-
cleocapsid (N) protein. These proteins perform 
significant functions in the viral life cycle. Spike 
protein is the key determinant of cell tropism, host 
range, and viral entry9. The envelope protein fa-
cilitates viral assembly and virion release. Mem-
brane protein maintains the membrane integrity 
of the virion, and finally, the nucleocapsid encap-
sulates the viral genome. Although most of these 
functions are essential for infection, the virus 
remains replication competent after the deletion 
of the envelop protein even though its strength 
is impaired10. However, unlike the non-structural 
and structural proteins, considerable variations 
in the function and number of accessory proteins 
between closely related viruses makes the latter 
poor targets for therapeutic approaches.

An antiviral drug such as Ribavirin is a gua-
nosine analog with in vitro activity against a 
wide variety of highly lethal emerging viruses. 
The compound inhibits RNA synthesis by viral 
RdRp and further prevents the mRNA capping 
process. Moreover, findings demonstrated that 
while SARS-CoV is sensitive to ribavirin in 
vitro, the conditions and doses that significant-
ly inhibit SARS-CoV-2 replication exceed the 
ribavirin concentrations achievable by typical 
human regimens. Recently, it was confirmed that 
the elimination of ribavirin nucleoside analogs 
by conserved coronavirus proofreading mecha-
nisms likely accounted for the decreased in vitro 
efficacy of the drug. Additional in vivo testing of 
ribavirin in mouse models found restricted activ-
ity against SARS-CoV-2 by ribavirin alone and 
suggested that treatment with the drug improved 
SARS disease signs too. Likewise, combination 
treatment of ribavirin and type I interferons in 
primate models improved MERS disease signs. 
Nonetheless, studies still found only limited effi-
cacy of ribavirin in treating patients infected with 
the highly pathogenic coronavirus11.

In the last two decades, three outbreaks of 
previously unknown highly pathogenic corona-
viruses, SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, have been 
documented, indicating that CoVs will continue 
to spread among the human populations. Current-
ly, public health measures have been adequate to 
confine the initial spread of SARS-CoV-2 owing 
to disease surveillance coupled with limiting the 

person-to-person transmission. However, biolog-
ical factors that increase cross-species transmis-
sion and facilitate person-to-person spread may 
lead to future coronavirus strains that could not 
be controlled by timely quarantine of the infected 
individuals. Any increase in the virulence po-
tential, pathogenesis, or transmission of SARS-
CoV-2 would probably require a targeted medical 
countermeasure. With adequate investment in 
the development of drug discovery channels, 
coronaviral targets could be devised based on 
in vitro and in vivo evidence for the effective 
management of current and future SARS-CoV-2 
outbreaks. 

We suggest that the ACE2 receptor found in 
the upper respiratory tract of human beings could 
be transformed using non-toxic oxidizing agents 
such as sodium metaperiodate. Figure 2 gives 
a hypothetical illustration of host cell receptor 
knock down, which could lead to a drastic re-
duction in viral-host interactions during SARS-
CoV-2 viral outbreaks. In the 21st century, inhaled 
drugs for the treatment of chronic obstructive 
pulmonary disease are needed. Besides, receptor 
modulators can be used in the form of inhalers to 
ensure consistent drug delivery to the respiratory 
tract to prevent host-virus interactions. From this 
step, further viral pathogenesis could be effec-
tively avoided. 

Conclusions

The recent emergence of coronavirus 
(2019-nCoV/ SARS-CoV-2) has put the world on 
high alert. Decade-long structural studies on re-
ceptor recognition by coronavirus have identified 
the key interactions between SARS-CoV-2 spike 
protein and its host receptor ACE2, which regu-
late human-to-human transmissions of the virus. 
One of the main goals of SARS-CoV-2 research 
was to identify patient-friendly methods for rapid 
recovery based on the virus-receptor interactions. 
Such a process would facilitate epidemic sur-
veillance, predict species-specific receptor usage, 
and identify potential receptor modulators. In ac-
cordance with the ACE2 configurational change, 
we have proposed a framework to provide novel 
insights into receptor usage and likely host range 
of SARS-CoV-2. Presently, there are only limited 
references on receptor transformation. With pa-
tient-friendly active principles, the current novel 
approach could serve as a suitable alternative 
treatment for patients in the near future.
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Figure 2. Schematic representation of the possible mechanism for future antivirals based on receptor misconfiguration to 
control COVID epidemics.


